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National Laboratory of Solid State Microstructure and Department of Physics, Nanjing University, Nanjing, People’s Republic of ChinaABSTRACT Some small proteins, such as HP35, fold at submicrosecond timescale with low folding cooperativity. Although
these proteins have been extensively investigated, still relatively little is known about their folding mechanism. Here, using
single-molecule force spectroscopy and steered molecule dynamics simulation, we study the unfolding of HP35 under external
force. Our results show that HP35 unfolds at extremely low forces without a well-defined unfolding transition state. Subse-
quently, we probe the structure of unfolded HP35 using the persistence length obtained in the force spectroscopy. We found
that the persistence length of unfolded HP35 is around 0.72 nm, >40% longer than typical unstructured proteins, suggesting
that there are a significant amount of residual secondary structures in the unfolded HP35. Molecular dynamics simulation further
confirmed this finding and revealed that many native contacts are preserved in HP35, even its two ends have been extended up
to 8 nm. Our results therefore suggest that retaining a significant amount of secondary structures in the unfolded state of HP35
may be an efficient way to reduce the entropic cost for the formation of tertiary structure and increase the folding speed, although
the folding cooperativity is compromised. Moreover, we anticipate that the methods we used in this work can be extended to the
study of other proteins with complex folding behaviors and even intrinsically disordered ones.INTRODUCTIONMost proteins require correct and efficient folding from
a mainly random coil conformation to a well-defined struc-
ture to achieve their biological functions. Such a folding
process can be pictorially viewed as diffusion through a
predefined funnel-like energy landscape (1). The folding
cooperativity, describing how sharp and smooth the folding
transition occurs, is essential for proteins to fold quickly,
effectively, and to avoid misfolding and aggregation (2).
Most intermediate or small proteins fold with high cooper-
ativity and show a typical all-or-none (or two-state) feature.
In a different way, a few very small proteins can fold at
a submicrosecond timescale showing low folding coopera-
tivity and low energy barriers (3). The C-terminal headpiece
domain of Villin (HP35) (4) is a representative example of
proteins showing such folding behavior. It contains three
a-helices linked by two short loops (Fig. 1 a) (5). Simula-
tions indicate that its folding does not follow a two-state
fashion and the formation of the a-helices precedes the
formation of the final tertiary structure (6–8). Experimen-
tally, its folding has been studied using traditional chemical
denaturation, temperature jump, and a few other newly
developed methods (9–13). Although a low energy barrier
was confirmed, the detailed folding processes such as
when the secondary structures are formed are still under
dispute.
Here, we study the forced unfolding of HP35 using
single-molecule atomic force microscopy (AFM) combined
with steered molecular dynamics (SMD) simulation. Single-Submitted November 15, 2011, and accepted for publication March 14,
2012.
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0006-3495/12/04/1944/8 $2.00molecule AFM has become a powerful tool to study protein
folding at the single-molecule level (14–23). Force can steer
proteins from the native state to the unfolded state following
a tilted free energy landscape, in which the folding is slowed
down and unfolding is sped up. It allows directly measuring
the mechanical features of both folded and unfolded pro-
teins, from which the folding mechanism of proteins can
be deciphered (16,17,24,25). Moreover, MD simulation
provides the atomistic details about the folding and unfold-
ing process probed by force (26,27), complementary to
the single-molecule force spectroscopy techniques. Taking
advantage of these two methods, many aspects of protein
folding have been explored, such as intermediates in protein
folding/unfolding (22,28–30), parallel folding/unfolding
pathways (31,32), free energy landscape of unfolding along
different pulling directions (33,34), folding under tensile
force (21,35), temperature or solvent effect (20,36–40),
and protein misfolding (31,41). These studies greatly en-
riched our current understanding on protein folding.
Recently, Shank et al. (34) found that the folding coopera-
tivity of a multiple domain protein T4-lysozyme depends
on its topology using an optical tweezers-based single-
molecule force spectroscopy assay. However, the folding
cooperativity of small single-domain proteins has not been
explored by single-molecule force spectroscopy techniques
yet. Here, using single-molecule AFM and SMD simulation,
we show that the forced unfolding of human Villin HP35
does not display pronounced free energy barriers, consistent
with the previous findings. More strikingly, we directly
detect the secondary structure elements in the unfolded
HP35. This indicates that the individual secondary structure
elements in HP35 are stable under residual force without the
protection of the tertiary structure. Thus, we propose thatdoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2012.03.028
FIGURE 1 Single-molecule AFM reveals low unfolding forces and low
unfolding cooperativity of HP35 (a) Three-dimensional structure of the
C-terminal headpiece domain of human villin, HP35. H1, H2, and H3 refer
to three helices of HP35 from N-terminus to C-terminus (PDB ID: 1UNC).
The force is applied to both ends of the protein. (b) A typical set of
approaching (gray line) and retraction traces for mechanical unfolding
of HP35 using heteropolyprotein (GB1-HP35)8 at a pulling speed of
400 nm s1. The schematic of the polyprotein is shown in the inset. Green
cycles and cyan squares represent HP35 and GB1 domains, respectively.
WLC fitting of consecutive unfolding events (blue line) identifies that
all sawtooth-like peaks resulted from the unfolding of GB1 domains
(highlighted in cyan). Thus, the featureless long spacer preceding the
unfolding events of GB1 is attributed to the unfolding signature of HP35
(highlighted in green).
Mechanical Unfolding of HP35 1945retaining a significant amount of secondary structures in the
unfolded state of HP35 may be an efficient way to reduce
the entropic cost for the formation of tertiary structure and
increase the folding speed, although the folding coopera-
tivity is compromised.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Protein engineering
The plasmid pUC19-GB1 and pQE80L-(GB1)8 were kindly provided by
Prof. Hongbin Li of the University of British Columbia. The plasmid encod-
ing of the whole human villin (including HP35 and HP67 proteins) was
generously provided by Prof. Robert Robinson of the National University
of Singapore. HP35 monomer, flanked with a 50 BamHI restriction site
and 30 BglII and KpnI restriction sites, was amplified by polymerase chain
reaction and digested with BamHI and KpnI. The copy vector pUC19-GB1
in which GB1 monomer was also flanked with a 50 BamHI restriction site
and 30 BglII and KpnI restriction sites was digested with BglII and KpnI.
On the basis of the identity of the sticky ends generated by BamHI and
BglII restriction enzymes, after ligation the (GB1-HP35) was produced
with a nonpalindromic site inside, which could not be digested by either
BamHI or BglII, but still flanked with the 50 BamHI restriction site and30 BglII and KpnI restriction sites. The (GB1-HP35)8 polyprotein gene
was then constructed using an iterative approach of cloning (GB1-HP35)
dimer into dimer and transferred into the expression vector pQE80L for
the tetramer into tetramer and octamer into octamer cloning steps in
Top10 (24,42). (GB1-HP35)8 was expressed in BL21 and purified by
Ni2þ-affinity chromatography. The purified polyprotein sample was kept
at 4C in Tris-HCl buffer at a concentration of ~2 mg mL1. Polyprotein
(GB1-HP67)8 was engineered using the same method as for (GB1-HP35)8.Single-molecule AFM
Single-molecule AFM experiments were carried out on a commercial AFM
(ForceRobot 300, JPK, Berlin, Germany). All the force-extension experi-
ments were carried out in Tris-HCl buffer (10 mM, pH 7.4, containing
10mMNaCl). ~2 mL of protein samplewas directly deposited onto a freshly
cleaved mica surface containing ~50 mL buffer for ~30 min; the sample
chamber was then filled with ~1 mL buffer before the measurement.
Typically, experiments proceeded overnight to obtain enough force-
extension traces. The spring constant of the AFM cantilevers (Biolever-
RC-150VB-70 from Olympus) was calibrated using the equipartition
theorem before each experiment with a typical value of 6 pN nm1 and
recalibrated every 4–6 h during each experiment. The pulling speed was
400 nm s1 for all traces unless otherwise indicated. The detailed data anal-
ysis procedure can be found in the Supporting Material.Statistical analysis
The comparisons of persistence lengths of different polyprotein constructs
were carried out using a standard Student’s t-test procedure based on an
online t-test calculator, QuickCalcs, from GraphPad Software. (http://
www.graphpad.com/quickcalcs/ttest1.cfm?Format¼C).MD simulation
The MD simulations were carried out using the NAMD package (version
2.7) with the CHARMM27 force field including CMAP correction to
proteins (43). The TIP3P water model was used for the solvent. Solvation
and ionization were performed using the Visual Molecular Dynamics
program package. Stretching forces were applied to HP35, HP67,
and GB1 using constant-velocity SMD protocols, with a pulling
velocity v ¼ 0.1 m s1 and the harmonic constraint force constant k ¼
0.05 kcal mol1 A˚2 ¼ 34.7 pN nm1. In all the simulations, the Ca
atom of the C-terminal residue was kept fixed, and the Ca atom of the
N-terminal residue was pulled along the direction that connects the initial
positions of the N-terminus and the C-terminus. Constant volume control
was used for all the SMD simulations. For the HP35 systems, the periodic
cell was set as 119.0 A˚  37.0 A˚  29.0 A˚ throughout the entire simula-
tions, and the pulling direction is along the longest dimension. The protein
molecules were at least 0.8 A˚ from the nearest cell boundary during pulling
to ensure that the unfolding process was not influenced by its images.
Similar periodic boundary conditions were also applied for the HP67 and
GB1 systems. Constant temperature control was disabled to avoid addi-
tional disturbing of the movement of the atoms. In total, 25 individual
SMD simulations for HP35, five for HP67, and five for GB1 were per-
formed. The simulation details can be found in the Supporting Material.RESULTS
The unfolding kinetics of HP35
To study the unfolding of HP35 using single-molecule
AFM, we engineered a heteropolyprotein (GB1-HP35)8
(Fig. 1 b, inset), in which the well-studied GB1 is used asBiophysical Journal 102(8) 1944–1951
FIGURE 2 Mechanical refolding of HP35. (GB1-HP35)8 is partially
stretched to selectively unfold HP35 domains (black trace), and then the
unfolded HP35 is relaxed to an initial position just above the substrate at
1946 Lv et al.the fingerprint and internal caliber to identify the mechan-
ical unfolding signal of HP35 (42,44). The proper folding
of both HP35 and GB1 in the polyprotein (GB1-HP35)8 is
confirmed using circular dichroism and AFM (Fig. S1).
Stretching (GB1-HP35)8 at a pulling speed of 400 nm s
1
results in force-extension curves that are characterized by
a featureless long spacer (highlighted in green) followed
by high unfolding force peaks of ~150 pN and DLc of
~18 nm that correspond to the unfolding of GB1 domains
(Fig. 1 b) (42,44). Because HP35 alternates with GB1 in
the heteropolyprotein, if the force-extension curve shows
N unfolding events of GB1, it must contain signatures of
the mechanical unfolding of N 5 1 unfolding events of
HP35 (45,46). Hence, the long featureless spacer preceding
GB1 unfolding events must result from the mechanical
unfolding of HP35. This indicates that HP35 domains
unfold at forces below the detection limit of our AFM
(~12 pN, estimated from the noise level of force-extension
curves of ~4 pN). This indicates the low mechanical
stability of HP35. It is worthwhile noting that low mechan-
ical stability does not necessarily imply low cooperativity
of the mechanical unfolding process. Even for a two-state
folder, either a low free energy barrier for mechanical
unfolding or a long distance from the native state to the
mechanical unfolding transition state can lead to a low
mechanical unfolding force of a protein. Detailed MD simu-
lations are required to fully elucidate the unfolding mecha-
nism. However, a unique mechanical unfolding feature for
cooperative ultrafast folding proteins is that it is possible
to observe fast equilibrium between folded and unfolded
states in the unfolding traces, which has been reported for
many proteins, such as calmodulin (47) and solenoid pro-
teins (48). Although it is not possible to resolve the forces
of HP35 at different states, if fast equilibrium occurs, the
apparent noise level for the unfolding traces would be
greater, as proteins can adopt different states of distinct
forces at the same extension (see the Supporting Material).
In contrast, for the mechanical unfolding of HP35, the noise
level corresponding to the HP35 unfolding region (green)
remains the same as that of the rest part of the trace
(Fig. 1 b). We also did not observe any fast unfolding-
refolding equilibrium in the unfolding traces of HP35
even at a pulling speed as low as 10 nm s1. These results
imply that the folding of HP35 is not cooperative and the
free energy barrier is not high enough to separate the
unfolded and folded states. However, due to limited force
resolution, it is not possible to quantitatively obtain the
unfolding kinetics of HP35 from our single-molecule
AFM data.the same pulling speed of 400 nm s1 (dark gray trace in the printed version
or red trace in the online version). The gray trace corresponds to the
complete stretching of the molecule in the last cycle. The inset shows
the averaged traces from four stretching and relaxation cycles to reduce
the noise level of traces to <2 pN. The stretching and relaxation traces
are almost superimposable, indicating unfolding of HP35 occurs close to
equilibrium.The refolding kinetics of HP35
We then probed the refolding kinetics of HP35 after the
mechanical unfolding of HP35 by applying stretching-relax-
ation cycles to the same (GB1-HP35)8 molecule. BecauseBiophysical Journal 102(8) 1944–1951HP35 is mechanically labile and always unfolds before
the unfolding of GB1, we are able to selectively unfold
HP35 in the polyprotein without unfolding GB1 by simply
controlling the extension of the molecule. As shown in
Fig. 2, the unfolding trace of HP35 is almost superim-
posable to the refolding trace, indicating that the unfolding
of HP35 occurs close to equilibrium and the experimental
condition is quasistatic. To further reduce the noise level
of the force-extension curves, we average four stretching
and relaxation traces (Fig. 2, inset). This reduces the noise
level to <2 pN, yet, still no significant hysteresis can be
found in the averaged traces. In our experiments, 21
individual (GB1-HP35)8 molecules were subjected to the
stretching-relaxation cycles and none of them show pro-
nounced hysteresis (two additional examples are shown in
Fig. S2, a and b), suggesting that folding and unfolding of
HP35 under force is reversible. As a control, if (GB1-
HP35)8 is fully stretched, significant hysteresis between
stretching and relaxation curves can be observed due to
the nonequilibrium unfolding of GB1 domains under the
same experimental condition (Fig. S2 c). Many proteins of
fast folding rates show refolding force peaks in the relaxa-
tion traces (48–50) and the refolding forces are believed
to be determined by the size and folding rate of a protein
(50). Because HP35 folds at a submicrosecond timescale,
at least 10 times faster than the proteins that have been
reported to show detectable refolding force, it may be
expected that folding of HP35 exhibits high refolding force
if it follows typical two-state folding and unfolding (see the
Supporting Material). However, the refolding force is not
observed for HP35, which provides additional evidence
that HP35 is not a typical two-state folder.
Mechanical Unfolding of HP35 1947Mechanical features of unfolded HP35
We then probed the secondary structural features of
unfolded HP35 using its characteristic mechanical proper-
ties by single-molecule AFM. In the worm-like chain
(WLC) model of polymer elasticity, persistence length (p)
is a parameter that related to the stiffness of a polymer
(51). Therefore, formation of secondary structures could
increase the stiffness of a peptide and thus the persistence
length (52). Before the unfolding of the first GB1 domain,
the contour length of the polyprotein chain is mainly
contributed by the unfolded HP35 domains. We measured
the persistence length of this region as the persistence length
of unfolded HP35 (p1, Fig. 3 a, blue line). The distribution
of p1 from different (GB1-HP35)8 is shown in Fig. 3 d. The
average persistence length of unfolded HP35 is 0.72 5
0.15 nm, which is clearly larger than that for random coil
sequences. For comparison, we constructed a polyprotein,
(GB1-HP67)8. HP67 is the villin headpiece containing
both the N- and C-terminal domains. Previous experiments
indicated that the N-terminal domain of HP67 is unstruc-
tured in the absence of C-terminal domain, HP35 (53).
The representative force-extension curve of (GB1-HP67)8
is shown in Fig. 3 b. Because the N-terminal part of HP67
adopts random coil conformation, we therefore expected
a shorter persistence length of unfolded HP67 measured
from the force-extension curve of (GB1-HP67)8 (p1,
Fig. 3 b, blue line). Indeed, the persistence length of HP67
is 0.62 5 0.15 nm, less than that of HP35 (Fig. 3 e). To
rule out the possibility that the increased persistence lengthFIGURE 3 Long persistence length of unfolded HP35 corroborates the pre
Representative force-extension traces of (GB1-HP35)8, (GB1-HP67)8, and (GB
the WLC fitting to the force-extension traces before and after the unfolding o
p1 and p2. (d–f) Distribution of p1 for (GB1-HP35)8, (GB1-HP67)8, and (GB
Distribution of p2 for (GB1-HP35)8, (GB1-HP67)8, and (GB1)8, respectively. (
statistical significance between two pairs of data calculated using Student’s t-teof HP35 measured using (GB1-HP35)8 construct is due to
the contribution from folded GB1 domains in the polypro-
tein, we also measured the persistence length of (GB1)8
before the unfolding of the first GB1 domain (Fig. 3 c).
The p1 for (GB1)8 is 0.56 5 0.14 nm (Fig. 3 f), lower
than that of both (GB1-HP35)8 and (GB1-HP67)8. A direct
comparison of p1 for (GB1-HP35)8, (GB1-HP67)8, and
(GB1)8 is shown in Fig. 3 g. Clearly, such difference is
not due to experimental error but truly because of the pres-
ence of secondary structures in unfolded HP35. Moreover,
we also measured the persistence length of these three con-
structs after the unfolding of all GB1 domains (p2, red lines
in Fig. 3, a, b, and c). The data are shown in Fig. 3, h, i, and j,
respectively. Because GB1 adopts mainly random-coiled
structure in the unfolded conformation, the unfolding of
GB1 increases the amount of unstructured sequence in the
polyprotein and thereby leads the p2 for all three constructs
lower than p1. However, due to the presence of a large
amount of unfolded GB1 in the polyprotein, the difference
among p2 for these three constructs is less significant
compared with p1 (Fig. 3 k), although it seems that there
are still a certain amount of secondary structures in (GB1-
HP35)8. This is probably because the secondary structure
of HP35 may partially refold in the traces up to the position
where p2 is measured, given that the folding rate of HP35 is
extremely fast (1.38 106 s1) (4) and the formation of sec-
ondary structures of HP35 is at the timescale of ~100 ns (6).
Our MD simulation on HP35 also confirms that its sec-
ondary structures can indeed survive at stretching forcessence of secondary structures in HP35 after mechanical unfolding. (a–c)
1)8. Gray lines, (blue and red lines in the online version) correspond to
f GB1 domains and the corresponding persistence lengths are denoted as
1)8, respectively. (g) Comparison of p1 for these three constructs. (h–j)
k) Comparison of p2 for these three constructs. p-value corresponds to the
st.
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1948 Lv et al.of 120–150 pN (Fig. S3). Although the pulling speed in our
single-molecule AFM experiments is much lower than that
in the simulation, the unfolding forces for the secondary
structures of HP35 is still ~70–100 pN, as estimated using
the Bell-Evans model (54), by assuming the potential width
for the unfolding of flexible a-helical secondary structures
of HP35 is ~1 nm (based on our simulation results).
However, this can only be considered as a rough estimation,
because the potential width is experimentally unknown and
the unfolding mechanism of individual helices by force may
not follow the simple Bell-Evans model. More precise
experimental characterization is required to fully verify
this estimation. It is also worth mentioning that the reforma-
tion of the secondary structures of HP35 in the single-
molecule AFM traces may not be complete after the force
on the polyprotein drops upon GB1 unfolding, because the
residual force on the polyprotein is still very high (~50 pN,
as estimated based on the WLC model; see Fig. S4 and
discussions in the Supporting Material for details) signifi-
cantly slowing down the folding. Moreover, the limited force
ranges available for WLC fitting to obtain p2 could also lead
to higher uncertainly in p2 data. The detailed p1 and p2
values for all constructs are summarized in Table S1.SMD simulation on the unfolding of HP35
To obtain more molecular insight into the unfolding process
of HP35, we performed all-atom SMD simulation on
HP35 (55). As shown in Fig. 4, pulling HP35 at a speed of
0.1 m s1 results in low force plateaus and low force peaks
barely above the noise level, suggesting low free energy
barriers in the mechanical unfolding pathway of HP35.FIGURE 4 Five representative force-extension profiles of HP35 from
SMD simulations at a constant stretching velocity of 0.1m s1. The simu-
lations were stopped after 80 ns, when the extension reached 80 A˚. Instead
of showing pronounced unfolding force peaks, these trajectories show
continuous low force plateaus and a few low force peaks (<60 pN) with
variable positions. These are clear signatures for noncooperative unfolding.
Biophysical Journal 102(8) 1944–1951Moreover, the unfolding trajectories reveal a rather contin-
uous structural change of HP35 upon stretching. The third
a-helix rotates along the force direction leading to a partial
opening of the tertiary structure at ~0.2–0.5 nm extension.
This process results in large fluctuations in the force-
extension traces at forces around 10 pN. The break of the
interaction between the C-terminal leucine residue and the
hydrophobic cluster formed by three phenylalanine and
other hydrophobic residues leads to the first major peak at
~50 pN and ~2 nm. The complete rupture of the tertiary
structure then occurs at ~50 pN and ~3.5 nm, corresponding
to the separation of the leucine residue of the third a-helix
and the three phenylalanine residues from the first and
second a-helices. After that, the local secondary structures
of HP35 gradually open up at elevated forces. The complete
melting of the secondary structures requires forces as high
as 120 pN. These results indicate that the unfolding of
HP35 is not a representative two-state process with a well-
developed transition state, consistent with the single-
molecule AFM data. It is worthwhile noting that the pulling
speed used in the simulation is 250,000 times faster than
that in single-molecule AFM experiments. Even at such
a high pulling speed, the unfolding force for HP35 is still
<60 pN, which is significantly lower than that of well-
studied two-state folders and some proteins that were con-
sidered as mechanically weak (55–59).
To further acquire the molecular detail of the secondary
structures in the unfolded HP35, we analyzed the simulated
unfolding trajectories of HP35. Fig. 5 a shows the contact
maps of HP35 at different extensions. Most of the tertiary
contacts disappear at an extension of ~4 nm (highlighted
in black cycle). However, a majority of the secondary struc-
tures are still presented at this extension. The contacts corre-
spond to first, second, and third a-helices marked in orange,
yellow, and cyan, respectively. With further extension, the
C-terminal part of the third helix becomes unstructured at
an extension of 6 nm. However, the C-terminal part of the
first a-helix and the N-terminal part of the third a-helix
can retain their secondary structure even at an extension
of 8 nm. The evolution of the structure of HP35 is pictorially
illustrated in Fig. 5 b. Such a continuous change in sec-
ondary structure indicates low unfolding cooperativity of
HP35. For comparison, we analyzed the unfolding trajecto-
ries of HP67 and GB1 (Fig. S5). The N-terminal domain of
HP67 loses its secondary structure simultaneously with the
tertiary structure, consistent with the single-molecule AFM
data. Moreover, as a representative two-state folder, the
secondary structures of GB1 are completely disrupted at
an extension of 6 nm, although its size is much longer
than HP35. Therefore, the presence of a large amount of
secondary structures in the unfolded form may be a unique
feature of HP35. Such a feature accounts for its fast
folding rate, because it can efficiently reduce the entropic
cost for the folding process and allows the folding starts
locally.
FIGURE 5 Contact maps and representative snapshots of HP35 at
different extensions during the SMD simulations. (a) Contact maps of
HP35 with extension x ¼ 0 nm (top), 2 nm (middle, upper half), 4 nm
(middle, lower half), 6 nm (bottom, upper half), and 8 nm (bottom, lower
half). The value of each dot represents the percentage of the formed contact
between a pair of residues, defined as p ¼ contact number/native contact
number, where the contact number between two residues is the number
of atom pairs that are within 4.5 A˚ of each other and from different residues.
Local contacts of <3 residues are removed for clarity. Tertiary contacts are
highlighted in a black cycle for extensions of 0, 2, and 4 nm. Contacts of the
first, second, and third a-helices are marked by orange, yellow, and cyan
circles, respectively. Clearly, secondary contacts of HP35 are well retained
after the disappearance of tertiary contacts. (b) Representative snapshots
of HP35 evolved under different extensions. The Ca atom of the last
C-terminal residue was kept fixed, and the Ca atom of the first N-terminal
residue was pulled in the simulation.
Mechanical Unfolding of HP35 1949DISCUSSION
As a paradigm, the folding of HP35 has been characterized
using many different experimental techniques (9–13) as
well as simulations (6–8). All-atom simulations of protein
folding by Duan et al. and Lei et al. (6,7) indicate that
formation of the final tertiary structure goes through various
intermediate structures with a low free energy barrier. Our
results on forced unfolding of HP35 are consistent with
this picture and provide additional evidences for the forma-
tion of large local secondary structure elements before the
formation of final tertiary structure. Recently, using back-
bone amide-to-ester mutation and F value analysis, Gai
and co-workers were able to experimentally probe the
formation of a-helix during the folding process for the first
time (10). They concluded that hydrogen bond-mediated
a-helix formation occurs after the surmounting of a folding
transition state, because these mutations do not notably
change the folding rate but lower the overall stability. Their
conclusions are made based on the two-state folding scheme
for HP35 (10). Taking account of our forced unfolding data
on HP35, an alternative explanation may be that the forma-
tion of a-helices takes place before crossing the majorfolding transition. The helices have already been formed
in both the unfolded state (or named as the intermediate
state) and the transition state. Therefore, amide-to-ester
mutation destabilizes both the unfolded state and the transi-
tion state by a similar amount, and does not affect the net
free energy barrier. Our interpretation is also in line with
recent NMR studies on a truncated HP35, which only
contains the first two helices (60,61). They found that there
are a significant amount of native-like structures in this
peptide, consistent with our finding that the helices in
HP35 can be maintained after the tertiary interactions
between the H1 and H3 of HP35 are disrupted. Moreover,
significant structures in unfolded proteins have also been
reported for many other ultrafast folding proteins (62–64).
Hence, the formation of native-like structures in the un-
folded proteins may be a general strategy for proteins to
fold at an ultrafast timescale.
As proposed by Daggett and Fersht (65) the interplay
between the formation of secondary and tertiary interactions
underlines the structure of the folding transition state
and the folding mechanism of a protein. For most proteins,
the secondary structure is only marginally stable in the
absence of tertiary structure. Thus, the formation of a
native-like transition state is the key step for the folding,
making the folding process cooperative. However, for
a protein with stable secondary structure, like HP35, the
folding process becomes less cooperative and more hierar-
chical, following a framework mechanism. Our results on
the forced unfolding of HP35 directly support this view.
Moreover, the preformed secondary structure is actually
essential for the fast folding of HP35, as it can restrict the
initial conformational search. However, such a mechanism
may not be applicable to larger proteins. Because the sec-
ondary structure propensities of a peptide sequence are
not unique, preformed secondary structures could lead
to unwelcome nonnative conformations, misfolding, and
even aggregation.
Traditional chemical or thermal denaturing experiments
are extremely powerful to probe the unfolding and refolding
of the tertiary structure of proteins. However, presence of
chemical denaturant or high temperature inevitably affects
the study of the residual secondary structures in an unfolded
protein, because they also destabilize the residual secondary
structures after the tertiary structure of a protein is unfolded.
Thus, developing methods that can independently probe the
secondary structure and tertiary structure could be useful for
the study of the folding mechanism of proteins. In this work,
we show that combining single-molecule AFM and SMD
simulation, the folding mechanism of proteins can be under-
stood in more detail. In particular, the mechanical features
of the unfolded peptide chain can be used as signals for
residual secondary structures. Moreover, this technique
can be easily extended to study the residual structures in
intrinsic disordered proteins and their structural change
upon binding (66). We anticipate it can eventually becomeBiophysical Journal 102(8) 1944–1951
1950 Lv et al.a general tool to study the conformational change of pro-
teins and other biomacromolecules.CONCLUSION
In summary, in this work, we study the unfolding of HP35
using single-molecule force spectroscopy and SMD simula-
tion. Our results show that HP35 unfolds at forces <12 pN
without a well-defined unfolding transition state, providing
direct evidence of its low folding cooperativity. Moreover,
we probe the structure of unfolded HP35 using the persis-
tence length obtained in the force spectroscopy. We found
that the persistence length of unfolded HP35 is around
0.72 nm, >40% longer than typical unstructured proteins,
suggesting that there are a significant amount of residual
secondary structures in the unfolded HP35. MD simulation
further confirmed this finding and revealed that many native
contacts are maintained in HP35; even its two ends have
been extended up to 8 nm. Thus, we proposed that retaining
a significant amount of secondary structures in the unfolded
state of HP35 may be an important reason to account for
its ultrafast folding, because it can efficiently reduce the
entropic cost for the formation of tertiary interactions and
speed up the folding process, although the folding coopera-
tivity is compromised. This is distinct from the folding of
larger proteins with high folding cooperativity. To pinpoint
the detailed folding process and stability of each individual
a-helix in HP35 will be our next endeavor.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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